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In this article we extend results derived by Lyubarskii and Nes, who proved that for odd functions in Feichtinger's algebra $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will formulate our results as well as most of the theory for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main tools in this work are metaplectic operators, which are a certain class of unitary operators acting on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1.1 {#FPar1}
-----------
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The above result says the following; if we can show that for a given lattice density the frame property of a Gabor system only depends on the parity of the window, then the frame property only depends on the lattice density and not on the geometry of the (symplectic) lattice.
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Assuming Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, we can easily extend the main result of Lyubarskii and Nes in \[[@CR23]\].

Corollary 1.2 {#FPar2}
-------------
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This work is structured as follows:In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we recall the basic facts about time-frequency analysis and Gabor systems and define the function space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_0(\mathbb {R})$$\end{document}$ at critical density and derive a short proof that these systems cannot be frames.We close this work with questions which we consider to be interesting open problems.

Gabor Systems and Frames {#Sec2}
========================

In this section we introduce the basics of time--frequency analysis. The notation is mainly according to the textbook of Gröchenig \[[@CR17]\].
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                \begin{document}$$M_\omega $$\end{document}$ are called time-shift (or translation) operator and frequency-shift (or modulation) operator, respectively. A tool taking a central role in the theory of Gabor analysis is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) which we denote in the following way;$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} f = \sum _{\lambda \in \Lambda } \langle f , \pi (\lambda ) g^\circ \rangle \, \pi (\lambda ) g. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$A function space coming along in a natural way with the STFT is Feichtinger's algebra. Introduced by Feichtinger in the early 1980s \[[@CR13]\], it has become a popular function space in time-frequency analysis to choose the window *g* from.

Definition 2.1 {#FPar3}
--------------

*(Feichtinger's Algebra).* Feichtinger's algebra $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_0$$\end{document}$ we refer to the survey by Jakobsen \[[@CR20]\] and the references therein.
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                \begin{document}$$g \in S_0({\mathbb {R}}^{d})$$\end{document}$, the upper bound in ([2.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is always finite which follows from the results of Tolimieri and Orr \[[@CR26]\] (see also \[[@CR14]\]). Hence, for windows in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_0({\mathbb {R}}^{d})$$\end{document}$, in order to check whether a Gabor system is a frame or not, it suffices to check whether the lower frame bound is positive or not. There are several equivalent approaches to check this, which usually involve (vector-valued) Zak transform methods and the Poisson summation formula. Functions in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Symplectic and the Metaplectic Group {#Sec3}
========================================

In this section we are going to introduce the necessary tools to prove Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. These tools are a group of matrices, the symplectic matrices, and a group of unitary operators, the metaplectic operators. There is a close connection between the symplectic and the metaplectic group and they are widely used in mathematical physics and quantum mechanics. In time-frequency analysis they can be used to prove deformation results about Gabor systems. For further reading we refer to the texbooks of Folland \[[@CR15]\], de Gosson \[[@CR6], [@CR9]\] or Gröchenig \[[@CR17]\] and some more details are given in "Appendix A".

Definition 3.1 {#FPar4}
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We note that any symplectic matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 3.2 {#FPar5}
--------------

*(Generator Operators).* We define the following unitary operators on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2(\mathbb {R}^{d})$$\end{document}$ which we call the generator operators for the metaplectic group.The modified Fourier transform $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Pt \cdot t$$\end{document}$.

We note that any metaplectic operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{S}} \in Mp(d)$$\end{document}$ is a finite product of the generator operators from Definition [3.2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}. More details are given in the "Appendix".

The integer *m* is the so-called Maslov index (see e.g. \[[@CR10]\]), but, just as the factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i^{-d/2}$$\end{document}$, it does in no way affect the frame property, as can be seen directly from the frame inequality ([2.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and can simply be ignored for our purposes.

A proof of the following result can for example be found in \[[@CR8]\].

Theorem 3.3 {#FPar6}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {G}\left( {\widehat{S}}g, S \Lambda \right) $$\end{document}$ is a frame with bounds *A* and *B*.

The above theorem shows that the frame property is kept if, both, the lattice and the window are deformed in an appropriate way. Using the above result, it was shown in \[[@CR11]\] that for a given 1-dimensional, generalized Gaussian there exists an uncountable family of lattices which all yield the same optimal frame bounds. This result is easily transferred to 1-dimensional Hermite functions. On the other hand, it was shown that for any lattice, there always exists a countable family of windows such that the optimal frame bounds are kept.

In this work, we will use Theorem [3.3](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} to prove Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. Before we get to the proof of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, we need another result involving metaplectic operators. For brevity, we will write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 3.4 {#FPar7}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar8}
-----
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The proof that metaplectic operators keep the parity of a function is elementary. Throughout, *c* will denote the appropriate global phase factor as described in Definition [3.2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.
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We are now able to prove Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.

Proof of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------
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We remark that, in Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, the parity of *g* can be exchanged for any other property of the window which stays invariant under metaplectic operators. Also, we focused on the function space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Gabor Systems on the Line at Density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 4.1 {#FPar9}
-----------
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By applying Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} we get the following result.

Corollary 4.2 {#FPar10}
-------------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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We remark that we included [4.2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} (ii) in the above list as results about separable Gabor systems, which are derived under the action of the (symplectic) subgroup of dilation matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical experiments in \[[@CR23]\] lead to the conjecture that, besides Theorem [4.1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, for the first Hermite function and separable lattice there are no other obstructions which prevent the resulting Gabor system from being a frame. By a suitable reformulation of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, we actually only have to consider square lattices. The suitable reformulation is to replace the property odd by the property of *g* being a dilated first Hermite function, as this property is kept under the metaplectic operators in question (i.e., dilation operators). We will discuss more general, but related questions in Sect. [6](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Gabor Systems at Critical Density {#Sec6}
=================================

There are many proofs that a Gabor system with a window in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 5.1 {#FPar12}
---------------
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Proposition 5.2 {#FPar13}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----
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As remarked in the introduction, due to the results in \[[@CR22], [@CR24], [@CR25]\] on Gaussian windows, this is the only example of a fixed density where we can completely exclude all lattices of a given density from the frame set of all even functions from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In a similar way, we can establish the following result.

Proposition 5.3 {#FPar15}
---------------
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Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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Of course, we know that the Balian--Low theorem holds for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Open Problems {#Sec7}
=============
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This insight leads to the following question: Does the result in Corollary [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} depend on the group structure of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As a last remark, we mention that, by finding appropriate properties defining a class of windows invariant under the action of the metaplectic group, versions of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} seem to be particularly helpful to completely exclude lattices of a certain densities from the frame set of a whole class of functions.

Appendix A. Properties of the Symplectic and the Metaplectic Group {#Sec8}
==================================================================

For background information and motivation of the following definitions as well as for the proofs of the results in this section we refer to the textbook of de Gosson \[[@CR6]\]. We start with the definition of a symplectic matrix.

Definition A.1 {#FPar17}
--------------
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An equivalent definition involves the so-called symplectic form, which plays a central role in symplectic geometry and Hamiltonian mechanics. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is not hard to show that symplectic matrices actually form a group under matrix multiplication. Also, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition A.2 {#FPar18}
---------------
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Such a matrix is called a free symplectic matrix. The following theorem now shows that any symplectic matrix can be decomposed into the generator matrices from Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}.
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